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                                                                                                                                Show Report 
 

General 
Thank you all for extending a warm welcome to us and inviting us to your impressive and immensely enjoyable 
‘Musical Throw-down’. The idea was an ingenious one, using a gameshow/voting format for a musical battle of 
the sexes enabling you to demonstrate not only the collective talent in your society, but also giving a well-
deserved spotlight to your star performers. It is always a gamble to put on a show which has no proven 
predecessor as a benchmark or that has a different structure to the usual ‘musical’ or ‘cabaret’ evening - but 
this gamble definitely paid off thanks to the talent, energy, and enthusiasm of the entire company. It was also 
good to see the novel use of social media encouraged to gauge the feelings and sentiments of the audience as 
we went along.  
 

Players 
 
As mentioned above, the format of this show gave everyone a chance to shine, and there were absolutely no 
weak links in the whole company; everyone showed themselves adept at singing, dancing, and performing. 
However, there are a few individuals who we’d like to pick out as stand-out performances. 
 
As the host, Joe Thompson-Oubari was an essential component of this kind of show; in order for the 
performances to flow together slickly you need a confident, competent compere. Joe gave energy in spades, 
wasn’t afraid to interact with the audience, and kept up the momentum between numbers. 
 
Callum Gillies was a consistently strong performer, and whenever he had a featured part he exuded confidence 
and character. We very much enjoyed his rap in the Wild Card round. 
 
What can we say about Inti Conde? A truly accomplished, impressive vocal performance, with both technical 
skill and the ability to characterise his singing with appropriate feeling. We particularly enjoyed his singing in 
‘End of the Road’ and ‘Bui Doi’, but whenever Inti stepped up to sing we felt ourselves relax, knowing we were 
in safe hands. His talents were not limited to singing, we thought he had great presence as the bouncer in 
‘Don’t Stop Me Now’. 
 
Nick Dore exuded livewire energy and enthusiasm, as well as great comic ability and storytelling in the 
wonderfully staged and choreographed ‘Don’t Stop Me Now’ (one of our highlights). He also exhibited some 
impressive high notes when called upon. 
 
Richard Upton was eye-catchingly good in ‘Bang Bang’ and ‘Flying without Wings’, really coming into his own 
during these numbers with robust and dextrous vocals in the latter – and daring strutting in the former.  
 
Will Hunkin was a particularly expressive performer, with some committed emoting in the boys’ first number, 
and sensitive singing – and great high notes! – in ‘Bui Doi’. 
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As for the rest of #TeamBoy – Alex Yelland, Jarrod Hawn (who provided silky smooth vocals in their first 
number), Joe McWilliam, Jonathan Whittaker, and Stephen Stubbs, this was a really tight ensemble, providing 
flawless, confident, harmonies, solid beatboxing, and some truly brilliant dancing – as well as a flair for the 
hilarious. We really enjoyed the storytelling that many of the boys’ numbers included – they were funny and 
full of fun. 
 
Moving on to #TeamGirl, Astin Sutcliffe in particular drew the eye whenever she was dancing. From the first 
number, she was the most confident and accomplished dancer on her team, throwing herself fully into every 
movement and carrying them off with technical flair. We noticed that she seemed less self-assured during her 
solo singing in ‘Edge of 17’, but she doesn’t need to be nervous – she has a truly lovely voice. 
 
Hannah Jones brought solid vocal skill to the girls’ side with a strong, powerful, but expressive voice; we loved 
her performance in ‘Dreamgirls’ and her duet with Lauren Clarke in Round 8 was also terrific. That girl can sing! 
 
Tessa Kennedy also supplied impressive singing ability – she stole the show in the Act 2 opener, ‘Zero to Hero’ 
with sass, attitude, and confident musical-theatre-style vocals. 
 
Lauren Clarke impressed us in the ‘Rock’ round, and in her duet with Hannah Jones. She was a well-rounded 
performer who was consistently entertaining and enjoyable to watch. 
 
Kudos also to the rest of #TeamGirl – Bobbi Mair, Charlotte Levy, Emma Jelly, Georgie Fogelman (who provided 
good support in ‘Edge of 17’), Joanne McGahon, and Laura Ellis – they were a close-knit and capable group who 
sang with precision (their intense acapella number was a particular highlight) and showed great range. 
 
 

Producer 
The producer Amy Thomas has created a very cohesive show with a very clear and definite vision of what was 
to be achieved. Holding the audience’s interest through a series of unrelated musical scenes and ensuring that 
they remain ‘bought in’ to the concept throughout is no mean feat, and yet through the use of a chatty and 
engaging compere, and pulling on the collective strengths of her production team, she has achieved it ably. It 
would have been easy for the show to descend into a bland ‘jukebox’ musical of disconnected numbers, but 
with the choice of ‘boys vs girls’, the excellent selection of music and scenes, and the multitalented cast it was 
far from that. One suggestion you may wish to consider for future shows of this kind is that in order to keep the 
audience further engaged with the voting process, maybe have a vote after each round, with the scores being 
kept secret until the end – that way you would build upon the relationship that your cast has created with the 
audience and really put the importance behind the vote!  
 

Musical Directors 
We were spoiled on this occasion to have not one M.D. but two! Both of whom not only masterfully manned 
the keyboards, but conducted their respective parts of the show with a well-controlled and sympathetic band. 
At no point during the show did the band dominate through their own volition (see Sound) and it is testimony 
to the cohesive, secure, and responsive sound that they produced that after a few numbers, it was quite 
possible to forget that it was a live band that you were listening to and not a very accomplished backing track. 
 
The singers were evidently well drilled; for us, particular musical highlights included ‘Bui Doi’, ‘Flying without 
Wings’, and the girls’ acapella number – this latter piece was sung with precise timing and beautiful simplicity, 
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completely contrasting in tone with the energetic beatboxing boys’ song that preceded it. It was utterly 
compelling – well done, girls. 

 
Choreographer 
Again, very much in keeping with the ‘show of two sides’ we had two choreographers, one a piece for the boys’ 
and girls’ side, Nichola Welch and Verity Richards respectively. They both produced some amazingly 
spectacular routines such as ‘Don’t Stop me Now’, ‘Zero to Hero’, and ‘The Chain’, but also some very simple 
yet stunningly effective movement pieces in both the boys’ ‘Bui Doi’ and the girls’ a capella number. 
 
You clearly have a very talented cast in terms of movement, and it was refreshing to see routines and 
movement that were tailored to their abilities, and that complimented the delivery of the songs in a symbiotic 
manner rather than have each number dominated by either song or dance. A very special mention must be 
given to the boys’ ‘Bang Bang’, in which they showed such natural movement and dancing ability in heels and 
those short shorts that you would be forgiven for thinking they are hardly ever out of them! (Carly noted that 
they are better at dancing in heels than she is.) 
 
One point however that you may wish to consider, though, is that it the boys seemed to have many more 
choreographed danced routines (which they excelled at) whereas a number of the girls’ routines were based 
around simpler movement – it would have been nice to see some more showstoppers from the girls, because 
in the numbers (such as the group songs) where they were allowed to dance freely, they are clearly very good 
at it. 
  

Sound 
Sound Design & Operations, going under the title ‘StuSound’ had the unenviable task of balancing not only the 
singers, who were very mobile in all areas of the stage, but also balancing out the band which was not only 
behind the performers, but a considerable distance from the audience. In the majority of cases this task was 
managed well, however there were a few instances where mics were not brought up in time or were not 
correctly balanced with the ensemble singing – as a result, the voices were sometimes lost in an otherwise 
well-constructed sound plan. 
 

Lighting 
The large, deep yet narrow performance space of the Bridewell and the dynamic nature of the cast and the 
sheer variety of the numbers presented created a challenge to the lighting designer Ollie Levett. The lighting 
was very well used and tailored to match the sentiment of the scenes very well. Unfortunately on the evening 
that we attended there was one number (‘No Scrubs’) when the performers were left in darkness.  In addition, 
some of the lighting angles in spotlights seemed very sharp, meaning that even when on their ‘mark’ that the 
cast sometimes lost the tops of their heads. But on the whole, a well-designed and executed lighting plot. 

 
Wardrobe 
What a job – to have a vision and feel for each vastly different number and yet manage to ensure that all that 
could be achieved in the few minutes between numbers. This was very well handled by Geri Hutyan. Costumes 
were as varied as the programme but never distracting. You captured the essence of the diverse set list, and 
the costumes supported the nature and feeling suggested by the songs without ever being distracting or out of 
place. We particularly liked the elegant dresses of the ‘Dream Girls’, the way the colourful clothes of the boys 
contrasted with the intense black simplicity of the girls in the acapella round, and the line dance chic of ‘The 
Chain’. Even the outrageous and deliciously dressed ‘Bang Bang’ was handled expertly and with just the right 
amount of ‘edge’. 
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Programme 
The rivalry between the teams started here. The audience could really get to grips with the aim of your show 
and will have already started to take sides through the energy and fun that was conveyed in the programme. 
Nicely designed and easily readable it struck the right balance between information and humour which helped 
us form that important bond between the cast and audience from the first glance.  
 
You might like to think about entering it for the Programme and Poster competition, details of which can be 
found on the NODA website www.noda.org.uk  
 

Front of house 
We were very glad to be met at front of house by Cortina Henderson who took great pains to make us feel 
welcome and sort out our seats. There had been a slight mix-up with seating and thanks to the change we 
managed to get front row seats which was excellent for us as it meant that we were in the thick of this 
immersive spectacle! However the nature of the interaction with the compere meant that there was no place 
to hide and all the audience would have felt very much involved throughout.  
 
Thank you so much for giving us the opportunity to see this immensely enjoyable and entertaining production 
as our first visit to a Centre Stage show.  We look forward to seeing you again in the future. 

 
 
Carly Hilts and Simon Jones 
Regional Representatives 
NODA London District 1 
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